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Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM) has over
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM) has over 25
25 years of experience in managing container vessels,
years of experience in managing container vessels, with
a focus on safe, efficient and cost effective operation
operation whilst maximising commercial utilisation.
whilst maximising commercial utilisation.

Over 170 container vessels are currently managed by
Over 170 container vessels are currently managed by
BSM across our 9 regionally based Ship Management
BSM across our 10 regionally based Ship Management
Centres, with carrying capacities up to 13,500 TEU.
Centres, with carrying capacities up to 20,000 TEU.

Why BSM?
Why BSM?
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Who we are
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BSM is an integrated maritime solutions leader with a
BSM is an integrated maritime solutions leader with a
strong heritage of more than 130 years in the shipping
strong heritage of more than 130 years in the shipping
industry and a trusted partner of responsible and
industry and a trusted partner of responsible and
demanding customers worldwide.
demanding customers worldwide.
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Extensive experience and proven ability to
Extensive experience and proven ability to
manage complex projects from original design and
manage complex projects from original design and
newbuild supervision through to comprehensive
newbuild supervision through to comprehensive
full management services.
full management services.
In-house planned management systems, ensure
In-house planned management systems, ensure
that ships under management are maintained in
that ships under management are maintained in
peak condition throughout their entire life span.
peak condition throughout their entire life span.
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Managing a fleet of 600 vessels, our 20,000
employees enable us to deliver safe, reliable and
employees enable us to deliver safe, reliable and
efficient shipmanagement services through a network
ofwholly
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> 3,000 - 4,999 TEU
> 8,000 - 9,999 TEU

